Anti-Fatigue Mats
Floortex ergonomic anti-fatigue mats provide comfort and safety in many work environments, including assembly lines, work stations, packaging areas, cashier stations,
behind pharmacy counters and countless more locations.
Ergonomic mats provide excellent support against muscular fatigue while providing
slip resistance and improved insulation on cement and ceramic floors.
There is a significant correlation between the floor surface of a workplace and the fatigue of workers. Studies have shown:
 Lower back pain is more frequent when standing 25% of 8 hour work shift.
 83% of workers in the manufacturing sector have chronic feet/leg and lower back problems.
 Most commonly reported problems are: Herniated Disc (lower back), Venous Pooling (legs/feet), Osteoarthritis.
Ergonomic matting reduces fatigue provide a balance of “softness” and “support”. The benefits are proper weight
distribution while reducing impact on the joints and as the foot presses into the mat, the matting presses back into
the foot enabling the return of energy and preventing blood from stagnating.
Industrial Cushion
 Provides fatigue relief in medium to heavy applications including finishing, assembly and work stations.
 Deck plate vinyl surface fused to industrial grade PVC foam backing offering durable anti-fatigue relief.
 Resistant to most common fluids and chemicals.
 Slip resistant surface. 9/16” thick.
FICUS2436B
FICUS3660B

24” x 36” Black
36” X 60” Black

FICUS2436BY 24” x 36” Black/Yellow
FICUS3660BY 36” x 60” Black/Yellow

Cushion Mat
 Fatigue relief in medium to heavy applications; laboratories, medical/dental, pharmacies, cashier stations.
 Puncture resistant vinyl surface for better traction, stability and durability.
 Foam PVC sponge fused to smooth marble-patterned surface.
 Easy maintenance: sweep clean or damp mop. 1/2” thick.
FCSTP2436B
FCSTP3660B

24” x 36” Black
36” X 60” Black

FCSTP2436G 24” x 36” Grey
FCSTP3660G 36” x 60” Grey

Comfort Mat
 Provides fatigue relief in light to medium applications; work and cashier stations, pharmacies, assembly areas.
 Made from Zedlan offering 3x the bounce of traditional sponge mats providing more relief and lasting longer.
 Maintains flexibility and effectiveness in low temperatures. 3/8” thick.
FCOMK2436BK 24” x 36” Black
FCOMK3660BK 36” x 60” Black

FCOMK2436BL 24” x 36” Blue
FCOMK3660BL 36” x 60” Blue

Easy Foot Mat
 Fatigue relief in light duty areas; service counters, mailrooms, packaging stations, cashier stations.
 Pebbled finish provides slip resistant surface and bevelled edge helps reduce tripping.
 Closed cell PVC sponge provides economical comfort and fatigue relief. 3/8” thick.
FEAFM2436B 24” x 36” Black
FEAFM3660B 36” X 60” Black

FEAM2436G 24” x 36” Grey
FEAM3660G 36” X 60” Grey
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